
CorsoMotion Tour

CSH-5 Suwon Hwaseong Fortress & Korean Folk 
Village (1 Day)

Tour Schedule
Take the bus at the hotel and transfer to Suwon. 

Morning tour course is Suwon Hwaseong is a UNESCO World Heritage Site 

and is well-known for its excellent architectural beauty and natural scenery, 

well-balanced in the east and the west. 

Afternoon tour is  Korean Folk Village. It was created by relocating and 

restoring real houses from each province during the Joseon Dynasty. 

Here, you can also watch traditional art performances, such as nongak play, 

tightrope walking, martial arts on horseback, and traditional weddings, which 

are alive with the unique charm and joy of the nation. 

At the end of the tour, we will take you to your hotel.

Korean Folk Village introduces traditional culture from the late Joseon 

period to both local and international visitors through cultural classes 

experience, shaman faith, seasonal customs and others. 

Also, the village shows various places with unique features such as a 

farming village, private house, official districts, Confucian academy, 

seodang (village school), and a village street in realistic descriptions, 

as well as, a nobleman’s house and traditional workshop.

Performances including nongak (farmer’s music), martial art on 

horseback, traditional wedding ceremony, and other special events 

are available by season. In particular, ‘Welcome to Joseon’, held 

every May is a performance featuring time travel back to the olden 

days. 

In addition, a large family park where the eruption of a volcano site, 

ice sledding site, and markets are located. Visitors can enjoy Korean 

traditional rice cake like jeungpyeon (steamed and fermented rice 

cake), injeolmi (rice cake coated with bean powder), bukeo-gui (grilled 

dried pollack), or pajeon (green onion pancake) along with 

dongdongju (traditional Korean liquor).
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Tour Price & Inclusions
Tour amount: 153,000 won

Included : Tour vehicle, guide, tickets to tourist attractions, lunch

Minimum number of tour participants
Minimum number of departures: 6 people - In case of less than 6 people, 

cancellation or additional fee will be charged. 

If there are more than 6 people, the VAN will be changed to a Minibus, and if 

there are between 7-11 participants, an extra fee will be charged.
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